EVERY PARENT NEEDS TO READ THIS!! 👇 Thank you so much Erika Pease for sharing ~ “Xfactor kids has changed my daughter’s life!👍 It is an amazing product! The best feeling in the whole world for a mom is to help your child feel better!

My oldest daughter has seen a GI specialist for years. We were on specific orders from her gi specialist to use laxatives and Something to stop the burning daily and a stronger formula in an emergency situation. My daughter has had severe regurgitation and burning since birth. She would vomit intermittently depending on what she ate. She would 💩 every once in awhile.
Name brand Laxatives didn’t seem to work and she hated drinking it! We were just getting ready to schedule a scope for her.

She started xfactor kids and a week into it, she got a slurpee at the movies. She panicked because she forgot to take her med for the burning ......no problem! (She would need to usually take stronger formula too). The next day she had pizza for dinner with out both of the ‘stop the burning’ meds (she would always need both for pizza) and she was fine!!!! HOLY MOLY THIS IS A WHOLE NEW WORLD FOR HER!! She is completely off all meds and feels amazing!! Life changing people! She also had a lot of issues with her hair. We couldn’t get her hair to grow past her neck. It would always break off!
Look at the picture! Her hair is so healthy and getting thicker! She’s always had very fine, thin hair and it’s growing past her neck! Amazing things can happen when the gut is healing (with amazing probiotics) and the body is able to absorb what it really needs (with amazing vitamins)!!! This is not a gimmick! This is real life! Every child should be taking this! I am grateful that plexus has changed my daughter’s life! This product is also saving me time (back and forth to the doctor) and money 😂 (doctor visits and scope)!!! Thank you Plexus!!!!

#guthealth #healthandhappiness #plexusfactorforkids #multivitaminwithprobiotics #healthymom #ilovemyfamily #giproblems #gi